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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR CONTESTING TENTATIVE RULINGS IN DEPT. 12 

 
NOTE PROCEDURE CAREFULLY 

 
The tentative ruling will become the Court’s ruling unless by 4:00 p.m. of the court day preceding 
the hearing, counsel or self-represented parties call the department rendering the decision to 
request argument and to specify the issues to be argued. Calling counsel or self-represented 
parties requesting argument must advise all other affected counsel and self-represented parties by 
no later than 4:00 p.m. of his or her decision to appear and of the issues to be argued. Failure to 
timely advise the Court and counsel or self-represented parties will preclude any party from 
arguing the matter. (Local Rule 3.43(2).) 
 
Note: In order to minimize the risk of miscommunication, Dept. 12 prefers and encourages fax or 
email notification to the department of the request to argue and specification of issues to be 
argued – with a STRONG PREFERENCE FOR EMAIL NOTIFICATION.  Dept. 12’s Fax Number 
is: (925) 608-2693.  Dept. 12’s email address is: dept12@contracosta.courts.ca.gov.  Warning: 
this email address is not be used for any communication with the department except as expressly 
and specifically authorized by the court.  Any emails received in contravention of this order will be 
disregarded by the court and may subject the offending party to sanctions. 
 
 

Submission of Orders After Hearing in Department 12 Cases 
 
The prevailing party must prepare an order after hearing in accordance with CRC 3.1312. If the 
tentative ruling becomes the Court’s ruling, a copy of the Court’s tentative ruling must be 
attached to the proposed order when submitted to the Court for issuance of the order. 
 

 

 1.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC12-01300 
CASE NAME: KAY VS. IVRY 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR ASSIGNMENT ORDER 
FILED BY STEVEN KAY 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
At plaintiff’s request this motion is continued to January 10, 2020 at 9:00 a.m. 
 

  

 2.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC12-01300 
CASE NAME: KAY VS IVRY 
HEARING ON MOTION TO CHARGE MEMBER'S INTEREST IN LLC 
FILED BY STEVEN KAY 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
At plaintiff’s request this motion is continued to January 10, 2020 at 9:00 a.m. 
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 3.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC17-01596 
CASE NAME: NELSON VS. RILEY 
HEARING ON MOTION TO EXPUNGE LIS PENDENS 
FILED BY STEVEN P. NELSON JR., SHIRLEY W. NELSON 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Plaintiffs’ motion to expunge defendant Riley’s lis pendens is granted in part.  Most of plaintiffs’ 
arguments are technical and unconvincing.  The Court finds, however, that defendant has not 
established the probable validity of his real property claim.  The Court declines to award 
attorney’s fees. 
 

Background and Setting 
 
This is an action to partition real property.  Plaintiffs, the Nelsons, were the two-thirds owners of 
the property; defendant Riley was the one-third owner.  In October 2018 the Court (Judge 
Fenstermacher) entered an order granting plaintiffs’ motion to partition the property by private 
sale.  The order determined the parties’ shares in the property, and directed that a referee would 
be appointed to conduct the sale.  The referee was appointed by subsequent order. 
 
Judge Fenstermacher’s order is currently under appeal by Riley.  It does not appear that briefs 
have been filed yet.  According to Riley’s opposition to the present motion, however, he states 
that his intended principal contention in the appeal is that the trial court should have held a trial 
to entertain the possibility that the property could have been partitioned in kind rather than 
by sale. 
 
Because there was no stay of the partition order, however, the Court (Judge Treat) has 
proceeded to supervise the sale process.  In August 2019 the Court entered an order confirming 
the sale.  The buyers were the Nelsons, who effectively bought out Riley’s one-third interest and 
became the 100% owners of the property. 
 
Riley filed a lis pendens in the appellate case in March 2019.  The Nelsons filed a motion in the 
court of appeal to expunge the lis pendens in September 2019.  That court denied the motion 
without prejudice to refiling it in this Court, commenting that while the motion could be filed in 
and decided by either court, it makes more sense for the trial court to entertain the motion.  
The Nelsons have now refiled that motion here, sensibly simply attaching the motion papers 
they filed in the appellate court. 
 

The Nelsons’ Technical Arguments 
 
The Nelsons’ motion leads with several related technical arguments independent of any 
consideration of the merits of the appeal, or of the case.  They argue first that an appeal is not 
an “action”, and hence no lis pendens can be filed in it.  Second, they argue that the appeal 
does not assert a “real property claim”, which the statute defines as one “which would, if 
meritorious, affect … title to, or the right to possession of, specific real property” (Code of Civil 
Procedure § 405.4).  Third, they argue cursorily that Riley, who was the defendant in this case 
and is the appellant in the appeal, is not a “claimant” who could file a lis pendens. 
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Neither side presents any authority very closely on point, and the Court has found none.  
The Court rejects the Nelsons’ technical arguments, because they are contrary to the purpose 
and function of a lis pendens. 
 
The Nelsons’ argument that the appeal is not an “action” for purposes of lis pendens practice is 
contrary to the logic of United Professional Planning v. Superior Court (1970) 9 Cal.App.3d 377.  
The plaintiff there sued for specific performance of what it said was a contract to purchase a 
property.  Plaintiff lost its claim at trial, and filed an appeal.  The trial court then granted a motion 
to expunge the plaintiff’s lis pendens on the ground that the action had been filed for an 
improper purpose and not in good faith.  The court of appeal granted a writ of mandate directing 
the trial court to deny the motion, thus effectively reinstating the lis pendens pending 
determination of the plaintiff’s appeal of the judgment. 
 
The lis pendens in United Professional Planning was filed in the trial court during the pendency 
of the action – unlike the present lis pendens, which was filed only in the court of appeal after 
entry of Judge Fenstermacher’s appealable order for partition.  Nevertheless, it must logically 
have been the case that the appeal was thought to be a sufficient pending “action” for purposes 
of lis pendens.  In United Professional Planning, indeed (and unlike in this case), there remained 
no ongoing litigation in the trial court, which had entered a final judgment for the defendants.  In 
other words, the only action still pending at the time of the expungement motion was the appeal.  
If (as the Nelsons argue) an appeal can’t be an “action”, then there would have existed no still-
pending “action” of which the United Professional Planning lis pendens could still give notice.  
Yet in ordering the reinstatement of the lis pendens, the court of appeal plainly must have 
contemplated that a lis pendens serves to give notice to third parties of the pendency of a real 
property claim in a case on appeal, as well as in a trial-court case. 
 
That logic is true to the purpose and function of lis pendens.  The basic purposes of a lis 
pendens are, first, to protect innocent third parties from the risk of buying title to land (or an 
interest in land) in ignorance of the pendency of adverse title claims by outside claimants; and 
second, to preserve the claims of such claimants against being undercut or impaired by 
intervening equitable interests of innocent third parties.  Those purposes have just as much 
relevance to pending appeals potentially affecting title as they do to pending trial-court cases.  In 
United Professional Planning, for example, the point of the plaintiff’s lis pendens was to protect 
the plaintiff’s potentially meritorious claim for specific performance, and to give notice of the 
plaintiff’s claim to any potential other buyers.  The fact that the plaintiff had already lost below, 
and was pursuing its claim only via appeal, was no bar to lis pendens. 
 
The same concerns potentially arise here.  Although the Nelsons don’t comment on the 
assertion, Riley plausibly supposes that the Nelsons – having acquired 100% ownership of the 
property by partition sale – may be intending to sell it to someone else.  (The same concern 
would arise just as well if the Nelsons were planning any other form of transaction, such as to 
borrowing against the property, leasing it to someone, etc.)  But Riley’s appeal contends that 
that partition sale was invalid; he is asking the appellate court to undo the sale and, at least 
potentially, reopen the prospect of a partition in kind.  Potential buyers from the Nelsons would 
need to know that – and Riley’s claim for partition in kind needs to be protected against being 
wiped out by the intervening rights of an innocent transferee. 
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For similar reasons, the Court rejects the Nelsons’ technical arguments about a “real property 
claim” and a “claimant”.  It’s true that the statutes facially assume that a lis pendens would be 
filed by a plaintiff in a lawsuit; and indeed, the plaintiff in a partition action is required to file one 
(Code of Civil Procedure § 872.250).  It does not follow that the party denominated as the 
“defendant” in the lawsuit can have no real property claim as to which he is the claimant, 
however.  Suppose Smith and Jones are disputing which of them owns Whiteacre.  It may be 
random chance which one gets to the courthouse first, and thus becomes the “plaintiff”.  But it is 
clearly the case that both have claims to the title to the property that need and deserve lis 
pendens protection.  Anyone proposing to buy Whiteacre from Smith would need to know that 
Jones is litigating a claim to own it; and anyone proposing to buy Whiteacre from Jones would 
need to know that Smith is litigating a claim to own it.  And in a partition action in particular, it is 
true by definition that the defendant must have some interest in land. 
 
The bottom line is this:  If Riley succeeds on his appeal, would his victory “affect … title to, or 
the right to possession of, specific real property” (Code of Civil Procedure § 405.4)?  Of course it 
would:  It would undo the sale to the Nelsons, restore Riley as a one-third owner, and effectively 
eliminate the Nelsons’ ability to alienate the property to someone else.  And that is why it is both 
appropriate and prudent for Riley to file a lis pendens.  It is admittedly unconventional that he 
didn’t get around to doing so until he had lost and appealed – a delay he doesn’t attempt to 
explain or defend.  But all the same, the appeal is something of which the world of potential 
buyers should be made aware. 
 

Probable Validity 
 
The Court thus concludes that Riley had the procedural right to file his lis pendens.  The Court 
nevertheless finds that the motion to expunge must be granted, because Riley has not 
established the probable validity of his claim – meaning, in this setting, the likelihood that he will 
win the appeal. 
 
“Unlike most other motions, when a motion to expunge is brought, the burden is on the party 
opposing the motion to show the existence of a real property claim.  (See § 405.30.)”  (Kirkeby 
v. Superior Court (2004) 33 Cal.4th 642, 647.)  The claimant must "[A]t least establish a prima 
facie case.  If the [opposing party] makes an appearance, the court must then consider the 
relative merits of the positions of the respective parties and make a determination of the 
probable outcome of the litigation."  (Howard S. Wright Construction Co. v. Superior Court 
(2003) 106 Cal.App.4th 314, 319.)  “[A] claimant must prove more than that he recorded the lis 
pendens in good faith and without ulterior motives.  He must make a showing that he is likely to 
prevail on the merits, in much the same way as one seeking an attachment must show the 
probable merit of the underlying lawsuit.”  Amalgamated Bank v. Superior Court (2007) 149 
Cal.App.4th 1003, 1011-12. 
 
The Court here is handicapped by the unavailability of any appellate briefs.  It is also put in the 
awkward position of having to determine the odds of whether this Court’s own ruling will be 
determined to be reversible error.  (With the further complication, of course, that the ruling under 
appeal was actually made by a different Judge.)  That awkwardness, however, is inherent in the 
situation.  Given that (1) a lis pendens can be filed (or remain on file) after judgment below, and 
(2) a motion to expunge can (and should) be brought in the trial court, it is necessarily true that 
the trial court may be put in the position of having to assess the likely appellate merits. 
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Neither side has much to say in the present motion papers about the probable merits of Riley’s 
appeal case.  That, however, is to the direct disadvantage of Riley, because on this motion he’s 
the party that has the burden of establishing the probable validity of his claim.  In opposing this 
motion he doesn’t have to convince this Court that he will win his appeal.  But he does have to 
present a basis on which the Court would find that there’s a respectable chance he will win 
his appeal. 
 
He doesn’t do that, or try to.  His contention on appeal is that Judge Fenstermacher should not 
have ordered partition by sale rather than partition in kind.  But as Riley acknowledges, her 
decision on that point will be reviewed only for abuse of discretion.  (E.g., Richmond v. 
Dofflemyer (1980) 105 Cal.App.3d 745.)  Riley does no more than state his appellate 
contention, as if that were enough.  It isn’t.  He makes no effort even to show that partition in 
kind would have been feasible, let alone that it was so preferable that Judge Fenstermacher 
abused her discretion in ordering partition by sale. 
 
(Riley also states, elliptically and mysteriously, that he would have presented “newly discovered 
evidence” that there were other owners.  Without any better explanation than that, the Court 
simply disregards the assertion.  First, if “newly discovered” means “discovered since the order 
under appeal was made”, it is unlikely to affect the appeal.  Second, what newly discovered 
evidence, and what other owners?  Third, how does Riley have standing to argue that he and 
the Nelsons should have had to cut other people in on the proceeds?  And fourth, wouldn’t a 
greater multiplicity of owners make it less likely, not more, that partition in kind was feasible?) 
 
That leaves the Nelsons’ request for attorney fees.  Under Code of Civil Procedure § 405.38, 
“the court shall direct that the party prevailing on any motion under this chapter be awarded the 
reasonable attorney’s fees and costs of making or opposing the motion unless the court finds 
that the other party acted with substantial justification or that other circumstances make the 
imposition of attorney’s fees and costs unjust.”  The Nelsons, however, present no evidence of 
the amount of fees incurred.  Further, the Court does not regard the merits of this motion to be 
so one-sided that Riley must be deemed to be acting without “substantial justification”.  Fees 
are denied. 
 

  

 4.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC17-01999 
CASE NAME: AMEX VS. TYAGI 
HEARING ON MOTION TO VACATE DEFAULT JUDGMENT 
FILED BY ADESH TYAGI 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Defendant’s motion to vacate the “default judgment” [sic] is denied. 
 
Defendant has a sporadic but lengthy history of either ignoring this case, or taking procedurally 
inappropriate steps in his defense.  In April 2018 he filed a lengthy but insubstantial “motion to 
dismiss”, which the Court denied.  The Court went out of its way in that ruling to point out that 
the “Answer” defendant had filed failed to deny any of the complaint’s allegations or to assert 
any affirmative defenses, and thus was really no answer at all.  The Court expressly invited 
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defendant to file an amended answer.  He did not do so then.  In late 2018 plaintiff stipulated to 
let defendant file his amended answer at that time.  He still did not file anything. 
 
As for the judgment entered in June 2019, it was not a “default” judgment, but a judgment upon 
plaintiff’s successful motion for summary judgment.  Defendant’s present motion says that he 
was surprised at this, and speculates that perhaps the notice of this motion missed him while he 
was out of the country during the summer.  But the motion was in fact filed in February of this 
year, and was properly served on defendant.  Defendant apparently either failed to open and 
read his mail, or decided not to file any opposition because he had no defense, or just 
misunderstood the procedural import of the motion.  Whatever defendant’s reason, however, the 
facts are that he filed no opposition to the motion, and the motion on its face was meritorious. 
 
Defendant states no case of excusable neglect to support the granting of relief under Code of 
Civil Procedure § 473; nor does he give any adequate excuse for his lack of diligence in waiting 
until now to seek relief. 
 
And perhaps most importantly, he fails to suggest how he would have any viable defense to 
this action in any event.  There’s no point in granting defendant (yet another) chance to defend 
himself in the case, if he has no defense to offer.  His April 2018 motion suggested no such 
defense, beyond demanding that plaintiff prove its case against him (which is exactly what 
plaintiff did in the summary judgment motion).  His Answer on file effectively admits the truth of 
all of plaintiff’s allegations – and, having twice blown off deadlines to file an amended Answer, 
defendant has long since forfeited the opportunity to deny any of them.  Now, his reply brief 
belatedly asserts without citation that a debt collection complaint must be verified.  There is 
no such requirement in general – and even less so when the defendant has admitted all 
the allegations. 
 

  

 5.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC17-02539 
CASE NAME: MANCHENO VS. BANIQUED 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO 1st Amended COMPLAINT 
FILED BY NAYELLI TREJO 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
This was taken off calendar when Trejo was dismissed as a defendant. 
 

  

 6.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-02369 
CASE NAME: S&L REMODELING  VS.  PETER DRAGOLOVICH 
HEARING ON PETITION TO CONFIRM CONTRACTUAL ARBITRATION AWARD 
FILED BY PETER DRAGOLOVICH, RACHEL DRAGOLOVICH 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
This case has been dismissed because the arbitration award has been paid. 
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 7.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC19-00329 
CASE NAME: M.F.  VS.  CLAYTON VALLEY CHARTER 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO 2nd Amended COMPLAINT 
FILED BY CLAYTON VALLEY CHARTER HIGH SCHOOL 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
This demurrer was previously continued to December 6. 
 

  

 8.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC19-00329 
CASE NAME: M.F.  VS.  CLAYTON VALLEY CHARTER 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO 2nd Amended COMPLAINT 
FILED BY MT. DIABLO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
This demurrer was previously continued to December 6. 
 

  

 9.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC19-01570 
CASE NAME: ABRAHAMS VS. HAMPTON 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO COMPLAINT 
FILED BY TRENOR ASKEW, et al. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Defendants Trenor Askew, TRA Investments, LLC, and TRA Lending, LLC (collectively the 
“TRA Defendants”) demur to all causes of action in the complaint pleaded against them.  
The demurrer is sustained with leave to amend.  The amended complaint may be filed and 
served by December 6, 2019.  (If it is not, the case will be dismissed against these defendants.) 

Background 

Plaintiff has second or third mortgage interests in multiple properties owned by defendant real 
estate developer Kevin Hampton.  (Complaint, 8:16-17.)  In 2004, plaintiff became inspired by 
Hampton, and therefore began investing with him, due to Hampton’s strong vision to redevelop 
properties in Richmond and surrounding areas in a booming real estate market.  (Complaint, 
2:18-23.)  Plaintiff successfully received repayments from Hampton until 2006, leading plaintiff 
to regard Hampton as a responsible real estate investor.  (Complaint, 2:11-26.)   

When burdensome interest payments caused Hampton to sustain heavy losses and become 
incapable of repaying plaintiff, or renovating the properties for purposes of sale, Hampton 
covered his losses by soliciting new investors and creating a network of LLCs to shift debt 
around, allegedly with the participation of other defendants.  (Complaint, 2:27-3:17.)  Plaintiff 
claims he was “forced” to restructure his investments by pushing back timeframes for 
repayment, swapping secured instruments for unsecured instruments, and transferring titles into 
special-purpose entities owned by defendant Hampton.  (Complaint, 3:18-24.)  Plaintiff alleges 
he continued the relationship with Hampton, giving him multiple opportunities to “make good on 
his promises” because of his past success in investing with Hampton.  (Id. at 10:20-11:3.)   

While the complaint speaks at length about the alleged misdeeds of Hampton, it is more cursory 
as to the allegations asserted against Askew and the TRA Defendants.  Trenor Askew is alleged 
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to have been a “co-owner” with Hampton of numerous properties, who “participated in and 
facilitated Hampton's fraudulent scheme”.  (Complaint 10:11-19.)  Plaintiff alleges Askew 
supplied “floating debt” to Hampton, which allowed Hampton to continue investing in new 
properties instead of selling properties and paying back investors.  (Ibid.)  Defendant Askew 
provided “an additional impetus” to plaintiff to continue his relationship with Hampton, through 
Mr. Askew’s statement that Hampton “was remorseful about not being able to be current with 
repayments, but had the intent to repay Plaintiff in full.”  (Ibid.)   

TRA Lending, LLC is alleged to be one of Hampton’s “primary lenders”, to whom Hampton 
made interest payments by “cross-collateralizing multiple properties”.  (Complaint, 9:24-10:1.)  
“When Defendant Hampton needed to borrow more money from his primary lenders, second 
and third lien holders were told to do a ‘zero demand’, because his primary lenders would not 
accept a second lien on the new refinance.”  (Complaint, 10:11-19.)   

There are no specific allegations regarding TRA Investments, LLC in the complaint, but plaintiff 
states that all LLC defendants are the alter-egos of the individual defendants.  (See Complaint, 
6:20-8:13.) 

Plaintiff filed the complaint against Hampton and 16 other defendants, alleging six causes of 
action for (1) Breach of Contract, (2) Conversion, (3) Breach of Fiduciary Duty, (4) Fraud, 
(5) Negligent Misrepresentation, and (6) Unfair Business Practices.  Plaintiff sets forth alter-ego 
allegations (Complaint, 6:20-8:13.)  Only causes of action two, five, and six are alleged against 
the TRA Defendants.   

Analysis 

For the purpose of testing the sufficiency of the cause of action, the demurrer admits the truth of 
all material facts properly pleaded.  (See Aubry v. Tri-City Hospital District (1992) 2 Cal.4th 962, 
966-967; Serrano v. Priest (1971) 5 Cal.3d 584, 591.)   

Conversion (2nd Cause of Action) 

In their demurrer, TRA Defendants argue that plaintiff fails to allege any specific property 
transfer from plaintiff to the TRA Defendants.  In response, plaintiff identifies the allegation that 
“Defendants – and all of them – interfered with plaintiff’s investment funds” (Opposition 3:22-24.) 

Conversion requires (1) the plaintiff's ownership or right to possession of the property, (2) the 
defendant's conversion by a wrongful act or disposition of property rights, (3) damages.  
(Burlesci v. Petersen (1998) 68 Cal.App.4th 1062, 1066.)  Money cannot be the subject of a 
cause of action for conversion unless there is a specific, identifiable sum involved, such as 
where an agent accepts a sum of money to be paid to another and fails to make the payment.  
(McKell v. Washington Mut., Inc. (2006) 142 Cal.App.4th 1457, 1491.)   

Plaintiff has not alleged he was deprived of a specific, identifiable sum of money by TRA 
Defendants.  He asserts only that they engaged in various forms of misconduct by which plaintiff 
ended up losing money.  That’s not a basis for a conversion tort. 

Even if “interfer[ing] with plaintiff’s investment funds” were a sufficient allegation to constitute 
conversion, it is unclear that the allegation is directed at the TRA Defendants.  The term 
“Defendants,” used throughout the complaint, is not defined and not consistently applied.  
(See, e.g., Complaint, 2:11-15 [excluding the LLC defendants].)  
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The complaint does not state facts sufficient to constitute a cause of action for conversion.  
Accordingly, the demurrer to the second cause of action is sustained. 

Negligent misrepresentation (5th Cause of Action) 

The TRA Defendants argue that the complaint contains no specific allegations that Askew made 
any misrepresentations of material fact, or that plaintiff relied on such misrepresentations.  
(Demurrer 5:17-6:7.)  Plaintiff argues the complaint alleges “Defendants made fraudulent 
promises to secure and re-secure Plaintiffs funds, knowing that their representations were not 
accurate, and knowing the representations were made in order to ensure Plaintiff would 
continue to rely of those representations and invest his monies.”  (Opposition, 4:20-23.)  
Plaintiff also identifies the allegation that “Defendant Askew communicated directly with Plaintiff 
in furtherance of the fraudulent scheme.”  (Opposition 4:25-27.)   

To plead negligent misrepresentation, the complaint must set forth:  

1.     That defendant represented to plaintiff that a fact was true; 

2.     That defendant’s representation was not true; 

3.     That defendant had no reasonable grounds for believing the representation was 
true when he made it; 

4.     That defendant intended that plaintiff rely on this representation;   

5.     That plaintiff reasonably relied on defendant’s representation;  

6.     That plaintiff was harmed; and  

7.     That plaintiff’s reliance on defendant’s representation was a substantial factor in 
causing his harm. 

(CACI No. 1903.) 

“Each element in a cause of action for fraud or negligent misrepresentation must be factually 
and specifically alleged. The policy of liberal construction of pleadings is not generally invoked 
to sustain a misrepresentation pleading defective in any material respect.”  (Cadlo v. Owens-
Illinois, Inc. (2004) 125 Cal.App.4th 513, 519, internal citation omitted.)  “[A] plaintiff must plead 
facts which show how, when, where, to whom, and by what means the representations were 
made. When the defendant is a corporate defendant, the plaintiff must further allege the names 
of the persons who made the representations, their authority to speak, to whom they spoke, 
what they said or wrote, and when it was said or written.”  (Wald v. TruSpeed Motorcars, LLC 
(2010) 184 Cal.App.4th 378, 393-394, citations omitted; see also Tarmann v. State Farm Mut. 
Auto. Ins. Co. (1991) 2 Cal.App.4th 153, 157.) 

Plaintiff’s allegations do not meet the specificity requirements for negligent misrepresentation.  
The only specific statement attributed to any of the TRA Defendants is the following: “Defendant 
Askew communicated with Plaintiff, and represented to Plaintiff that Defendant Hampton was 
remorseful about not being able to be current with repayments, but had the intent to repay 
Plaintiff in full.”  (Complaint, 10:24-26.)  Plaintiff does not allege actual reliance on this 
statement, and the statement is not obviously one of material fact.  

Other allegations are also insufficiently specific.  (See, e.g., Complaint, 14:26-28 [“Defendants 
made fraudulent promises to secure and re-secure Plaintiff's funds on other real properties, 
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knowing that Defendants' past representations regarding the properties were not accurate as to 
their value, or ownership as well as other material facts…”], emphasis added.) 

The complaint does not contain the specificity required to state a cause of action for negligent 
misrepresentation.  Therefore, the demurrer is sustained with regard to the fifth cause of action. 

Unfair Business Practices (6th Cause of Action) 

TRA Defendants argue that plaintiff has failed to allege sufficient facts to state a cause of action 
for unfair business practices. 

California’s unfair competition law prohibits any unlawful, unfair, or fraudulent business act or 
practice.  (Bus. & Prof. Code § 17200 et seq.)  A claim may be brought under the unfair 
competition law by a person who has suffered injury in fact and has lost money or property as a 
result of unfair competition.  (Bus. & Prof. Code § 17204.)  Because § 17200 is written in the 
disjunctive, it establishes three varieties of unfair competition–acts or practices which are 
unlawful, or unfair, or fraudulent.  (Cel-Tech Communications, Inc. v. Los Angeles Cellular Tel. 
Co. (1999) 20 Cal.4th 163, 180)  In other words, a practice may be prohibited as 'unfair' or 
'deceptive' even if not 'unlawful.’  (Ibid.) 

Plaintiff alleges that “Defendants: (a) failed and refused to perform all material terms of the 
Agreements; and (b) fraudulently conveyed title to the properties described herein through cross 
collateralization thus undermining all debt owed to Plaintiff.”  (Complaint, 16:6-8.)   

Plaintiff, however, alleges no contract or agreement between himself and any of the TRA 
Defendants has been alleged, and goes out of his way to disclaim any contract-based theories 
as against them.  Hence, any unfair business practice would necessarily be premised on ¶ 88(b) 
of the complaint – fraudulent conveyance of title to the properties.  The standard for pleading 
fraudulent activity has not been met, as discussed above.  (See Cansino v. Bank of America 
(2014) 224 Cal.App.4th 1462, 1474.)  Nor is it alleged what particular properties were the 
subject of fraudulent conveyances, nor how any of the TRA Defendants was involved in any 
such fraudulent conveyances. 

Therefore, the complaint does not state facts sufficient to constitute a cause of action for unfair 
business practices and the demurrer is sustained with regard to the sixth cause of action. 

 
  

10.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC19-01652 
CASE NAME: KESLINKE VS. STROUD 
HEARING ON MOTION TO EXPUNGE LIS PENDENS 
FILED BY KENNETH J. SCHMIER, et al. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Intervenor Kenneth Schmier’s motion to expunge the lis pendens recorded on 728 Laurel Drive 

and 3269 Judith Lane is granted, conditioned on the filing of the complaint in intervention 

(see Line 11). 

As an initial matter, both sides failed to tab any of their exhibits or attachments to the complaint, 

FAC or complaint in intervention. Tabs are required per CRC 3.1110(f) and Local Rule 3.42. 

In the future, all filings must be properly tabbed.  
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Standing 

Schmier asserts that he is a holder of deeds of trust on 728 Laurel Drive and 3269 Judith Lane. 

(Schmier RJN 3-6.)  Code of Civil Procedure § 405.30 allows a “nonparty with an interest in the 

real property affected” by a lis pendens to “apply to the court in which the action is pending to 

expunge the notice.”  A nonparty must obtain leave to intervene from the court at or before the 

time the party brings the motion to expunge the notice, which Schmier has done by concurrently 

filing a motion for leave to intervene.  

Schmier has presented evidence that he filed deeds of trust on the Laurel and Judith 

properties. This evidence is sufficient to show that Schmier has an interest in the Laurel and 

Judith properties which is affected by the lis pendens.  Therefore, Schmier may bring this motion 

to expunge.  

Merits of Motion 

Schmier argues that the lis pendens should be expunged because plaintiff cannot show the lis 

pendens are based on real property claims (Code of Civil Procedure § 405.31) and because 

Plaintiff cannot produce evidence showing a probable validity of the real property claim (Code of 

Civil Procedure § 405.32).  Plaintiff has the burden on both these issues.  (Code of Civil 

Procedure §405.30; see also Kirkeby v. Superior Court (2004) 33 Cal.4th 642, 647.)  

When determining if the complaint involves a real property claim, “the court must engage in a 

demurrer-like analysis. …  [R]eview of an expungement order under section 405.31 is limited to 

whether a real property claim has been properly pled by the claimant.  [Citations.]”  (Kirkeby, 33 

Cal.4th at 647-48.)  

In BGJ Associates v. Superior Court (1999) 75 Cal.Appl.4th 952, the court held that “where the 

pleading combines theories of liability for monetary damages and for a constructive trust [over a 

specific property], we hold that plaintiffs should not be able to maintain a lis pendens.”  (Id. at 

972.)  In BGJ Associates the plaintiffs alleged that they had entered into a joint venture 

agreement with the defendants to buy a certain property, but the defendants had breached their 

fiduciary duties and acquired the property for themselves.  (Id. at 970.)  Plaintiffs brought several 

claims against the defendants; primarily seeking compensatory damages, but also seeking a 

constructive trust that defendants would hold the property for the benefit of the plaintiffs.  (Id. at 

964-965.) The court found that although the constructive trust request was properly alleged in 

the complaint, it did not support the recording of a lis pendens.  (Id. at 971-72.)  

Here, plaintiff’s FAC alleges three causes of action related to the Laurel property (causes of 

action 10, 11 and 12) and three related to the Judith property (causes of action 13, 14 and 15).  

(The Court notes that paragraph 142 in cause of action 13 mentions a property other than the 

Judith property, but the heading of this claim makes it clear that this claim was supposed to 

relate to the Judith property.)  The claims related to the Laurel and Judith properties are nearly 

identical.  As to each property, plaintiff alleges breach of an oral contract, breach of the implied 
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covenant of good faith and fair dealing and a violation of Business and Professions Code 

section 17200.  

The FAC alleges that plaintiff and defendant had an oral agreement to buy the Laurel and Judith 

properties and later sell them and split the proceeds.  Plaintiff also alleges that in order to be 

able to sell these properties, defendant transferred ownership of the properties from Chattel 

Properties, a company involved in the parties’ joint venture, to defendant personally.  For the 

oral contract claims, plaintiff asks for monetary damages.  (FAC ¶¶ 124, 150.)  The implied 

covenant of good faith claims do not specify the damages sought.  The § 17200 claims seek an 

award of monetary damages and “an Order granting 100% of title of said property to Plaintiff.”  

(FAC ¶¶ 139, 165.)  However, in the prayer for relief, the only property that Plaintiff seeks title of 

is 3388 Johnson Road.  (FAC Prayer k.)  What is apparent from these allegations is that plaintiff 

is primarily seeking a monetary award, and that plaintiff is seeking title to the properties only as 

an alternative remedy.  Thus, the situation here is similar to that in BGJ Associates and the 

Court finds that plaintiff’s claims related to the Laurel and Judith properties are not real property 

claims.  Therefore, the lis pendens on those properties shall be expunged.  

Evidentiary Issues 

Schmier’s requests for judicial notice 1 and 2 are granted as unopposed and appropriate for 

judicial notice.  

Schmier’s requests for judicial notice 3 to 6 are granted.  Plaintiff’s objection to the Court taking 

judicial notice of these documents is overruled.  These documents have been recorded with the 

County Recorder’s office and are appropriate for judicial notice.  The Court can take judicial 

notice that Schmier has recorded deeds of trusts on the Laurel and Judith properties as these 

matters are not in dispute.  (See Yvanova v. New Century Mortgage Corp. (2016) 62 Cal.4th 

919, 924 n.1 [the trial court properly took judicial notice of the recorded deed of trust, 

assignment of the deed of trust, substitution of trustee, notices of default and of trustee's sale, 

and trustee's deed upon sale, but not of disputed facts stated therein].)  The Court does not take 

judicial notice that defendant Stroud is the sole owner of these properties as this fact is disputed 

by Keslinke.  

Schmier’s requests for judicial notice 7 and 8 are denied as irrelevant to this motion.  The Court 

takes no position on whether these documents or other evidence of a prior criminal conviction 

may be admissible at a future stage in this case.  

The Court declines to rule on Schmier’s objections to plaintiff’s evidence as those evidentiary 

matters are not relevant to whether plaintiff has alleged a real property claim.  

Attorney Fees 

Code of Civil Procedure § 405.38 states that “[t]he court shall direct that the party prevailing on 

any motion under this chapter be awarded the reasonable attorney’s fees and costs of making 
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or opposing the motion unless the court finds that the other party acted with substantial 

justification or that other circumstances make the imposition of attorney’s fees and costs unjust.”  

Here, Schmier is the prevailing party and the Court must award attorney fees for making this 

motion unless Keslinke acted with substantial justification or other circumstances make the 

imposition of fees unjust.  The Court cannot find that Keslinke acted with substantial justification 

in recording the lis pendens and then in refusing to remove them before this motion was filed.  

In addition, Keslinke has not offered facts showing some special circumstance that makes 

imposition of fees unjust in this case.  Therefore, the Court will award Schmier his reasonable 

fees and costs for bringing this motion.  The motion for intervention was a necessary part of this 

motion and fees will also be awarded for bringing that motion.  

The Court awards Schmier $8,775 in fees and $120 in costs as the reasonable fees and costs 

for bringing this motion. 

 

  

11.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC19-01652 
CASE NAME: KESLINKE VS. STROUD 
HEARING ON MOTION TO INTERVENE TO FILE MOTION TO EXPUNGE LIS PENDENS 
FILED BY KENNETH J. SCHMIER, et al. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The motion of Kenneth J. Schmier (and related parties) to intervene is granted as unopposed. 

Schmier shall file his complaint in intervention by November 15, 2019. 

 

  

12.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC19-01662 
CASE NAME: ZAMORA VS. SPECIALIZED LOAN SERVICING 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION 
FILED BY JULIET ZAMORA 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Plaintiff moves for a preliminary injunction.  The motion is denied. 

This is wrongful foreclosure case.  On August 15, 2019 Plaintiff Juliet Zamora filed a complaint 

against Specialized Loan Servicing and Prestige Default Services for (1) breach of contract, 

(2) violation of Civ. Code § 2937, (3) promissory estoppel (listed in the caption but not in the 

body of the Complaint), (4) negligence, and (5) unfair business practices (violation of Bus. & 

Prof. Code § 17200 et seq.).  Plaintiff’s present motion, however, does not invoke either of the 

latter two causes of action as support for a preliminary injunction, and their substantive content 

is essentially derivative of the claims plaintiff makes for breach of contract and § 2937. 

Legal Standard 

The ruling on an application for preliminary injunction rests in the sound discretion of the trial 
court.  (Whyte v. Schlage Lock Co. (2002) 101 Cal.App.4th 1443, 1450.)  “An injunction properly 
issues only where the right to be protected is clear, injury is impending and so immediately likely 
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as only to be avoided by issuance of the injunction.”  (Korean Philadelphia Presbyterian Church 
v. California Presbytery (2000) 77 Cal.App.4th 1069, 1084.) 

The burden is on plaintiff to show all elements necessary to support issuance of a preliminary 
injunction.  (O’Connell v. Superior Court (Valenzuela) (2006) 141 Cal.App.4th 1452, 1481.) 

“In deciding whether to issue a preliminary injunction, a trial court weighs two interrelated 
factors: the likelihood the moving party ultimately will prevail on the merits, and the relative 
interim harm to the parties from the issuance or nonissuance of the injunction.”  (Whyte, 101 
Cal.App.4th at 1449.) 

Factual Background 

Neither side gives the Court a complete and comprehensive account of the facts.  As far 
as the present record shows, however, there are no significant facts on which there is 
conflicting evidence. 

Plaintiff took out a HELOC in 2005.  The cap on the HELOC was $55,000, but plaintiff drew only 
$25,000.  The HELOC was originally taken out with Countrywide, but transferred almost 
immediately to Bank of America.  B of A transferred the account in 2010 to Green Tree.  
Green Tree transferred the account to SLS, the present defendant, in 2014. 

The Problem of Plaintiff’s Contact Information 

A key factual aspect of the case is the train of communications, and more specifically the 
address to which the lender(s) were sending monthly statements and other communications to 
plaintiff.  Plaintiff’s claims all rest on her centerpiece factual allegation that although she 
received notice from B of A in 2010 of the transfer of her account to Green Tree, she never 
thereafter received any monthly statements, settlement offers, or communications of any other 
kind from Green Tree (or its successor SLS) after the 2010 transfer – until 2018, when SLS 
notified her of an impending foreclosure.  Plaintiff says that when she contacted SLS in 2018, 
she learned that it had been using an old, outdated mailing address for her, with which she had 
not been associated since 2002. 

What plaintiff’s declaration and complaint don’t say is that she ever gave any notice of any kind 
to the HELOC lenders of any change of address, or of her new and correct address, or anything 
else.  Nor does she say that when she stopped getting statements, she ever tried to contact 
anyone to find out why or to give them updated contact information. 

For its part, SLS apparently accepts as true that plaintiff did not actually receive any of the 
monthly statements, settlement offers, or other communications SLS sent her during the period 
of 2014-2018.  It asserts that it was using the old address because it was plaintiff’s “address of 
record” – an appellation SLS does not otherwise explain, except to show that that was the 
address Green Tree was using to send statements.  Unexplained by either side is how any 
lender came to have an “address of record” for plaintiff that, according to plaintiff, she had not 
been using for some three years before the HELOC even came into existence. 

Despite this incomplete detail from both sides, however, the Court does accept for present 
purposes that it appears to be true that (1) plaintiff wasn’t actually getting statements or other 
statements, and (2) the fault for that fact lies on the lender side (though who knows if the fault is 
really B of A’s, Green Tree’s, SLS’s, or all of the above).  Plaintiff says she did receive notice in 
2010 from B of A of the transfer of the account to Green Tree.  She doesn’t say where that 
notice was received, but it necessarily has to have been sent to an address where it would 
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reach plaintiff – probably her actual, useful mailing address.  That means that at least B of A 
knew where to send mail to plaintiff so it would actually reach her.  If that updated contact 
information was not usefully communicated by B of A to Green Tree and/or SLS, or was 
overlooked by them, that’s the lenders’ fault, not plaintiff’s. 

There is also the further point that when SLS did successfully reach plaintiff (with the notice of 
foreclosure in 2018), it did so by sending the notice both to the “address of record” and to the 
address of the encumbered property.  Plaintiff received it at the latter, which she says is now her 
working mailing address.  So the question this invites is:  Why wasn’t SLS trying to contact 
plaintiff at the subject address long before 2018?  SLS tries to give the tacit impression that, 
having sent the monthly statements and so on to the “address of record” and having no other 
address in the file, it had no reason to follow up with other addresses.  But that makes no sense:  
All was not copacetic with this account, and SLS knew it.  By SLS’s account it had never 
received a single payment from plaintiff, nor had its predecessor Green Tree.  So why would it 
blithely assume the communications were running smoothly?  And more to the point, why 
wouldn’t it at least try to contact the defaulting borrower at some other address, such as the 
address of the subject property?  Even if plaintiff were only an absentee landlord or the like, 
it is still generically probable that a communication to that address would reach her one way 
or another. 

The State of the Account 

So far, so good for plaintiff.  But now we come to the real problem in her lawsuit:  She was in 
arrears, and had been since back when she was supposed to be making payments to B of A 
(and was, presumably, getting monthly statements from them). 

Plaintiff’s brief tries to give the unstated impression that plaintiff was making her payments all 
along, and was prevented from doing so only because of the failure of Green Tree and SLS to 
send her payments.  But her declaration doesn’t say that; it makes no mention one way or the 
other of whether plaintiff’s account was current and paid up as of the 2010 transfer to Green 
Tree.  SLS’s evidence establishes that in fact, as of the 2010 transfer, plaintiff was already in 
default as to a payment that was due in October 2009.  Plaintiff’s reply brief doesn’t deny this, 
and indeed doesn’t address that point at all, simply ignoring it. 

And beyond the 2009 default:  Even if it were true that plaintiff was current on the account as of 
2010, she tacitly acknowledges that she completely stopped making any payments once she got 
the notice of the transfer to Green Tree.  Granted, she wasn’t receiving monthly statements to 
remind her, and she should have been receiving such notices.  But that hardly means she was 
justified in simply making neither payments nor inquiries.  Her present brief (at p.4) states:  
“Plaintiff has demonstrated that she could have, and would have, been making monthly 
payments to Defendant all along had she been receiving any monthly billing statements or any 
correspondence from Defendant whatsoever that indicated that the loan was due.”  But plaintiff’s 
declaration doesn’t say any such thing, and the Court can’t see how plaintiff has “demonstrated” 
that proposition by any other means. 

And frankly, even if it did, it would not be particularly persuasive.  Whether she was receiving 
statements or not, she cannot plausibly and reasonably have believed that because the loan 
had been transferred to Green Tree, that meant she was entitled to stop paying it off.  Nor was 
the absence of statements a basis on which she could plausibly have believed that she didn’t 
have to repay the loan anymore.  With or without statements, she did have Green Tree’s contact 
information, which must surely have been included in the 2010 notice of transfer.  She does not 
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claim to have ever contacted Green Tree or anyone else to try to make her payments, or ask 
about the absence of statements or for any other purpose.  Of course she didn’t know SLS’s 
contact information after the 2014 transfer to SLS.  But given that she had done precisely 
nothing to try to keep things current or make payments between 2010 and 2014, there is no 
reason to suppose that she would have been making payments to SLS if only she’d known who 
they were. 

Finally, plaintiff acknowledges that there is a substantial unpaid balance on the HELOC; but she 
does not now offer to pay off the back arrearages.  The equities are, to say the least, not on 
plaintiff’s side. 

(Paragraph 29 of the complaint also refers oddly to plaintiff having learned in 2016 or 2017 
about a transfer of the account to “Allied”.  If that were true, it would raise additional questions of 
why plaintiff made no effort to contact the transferee during the year or two before the notice of 
foreclosure.  Because there is no other mention of Allied and the complaint elsewhere alleges 
that she learned of the transfer to SLS in 2018, however, the Court disregards this paragraph for 
now, on the assumption that it is simply a drafting artifact of counsel having cannibalized her 
complaint from some other case she’s litigating and forgot to delete this text.) 

Breach of Contract 

“[T]he elements of a cause of action for breach of contract are (1) the existence of the contract, 

(2) plaintiff’s performance or excuse for nonperformance, (3) defendant’s breach, and (4) the 

resulting damages to the plaintiff.”  (Oasis W. Realty, LLC v. Goldman (2011) 51 Cal.4th 811, 

821.) 

Plaintiff alleges that defendant breached the HELOC Agreement by failing to provide her with 

periodic statements as required by the Agreement.  (Complaint at ¶ 20.)  As noted above, 

it does appear more likely than not that defendant and/or its predecessors were at fault for 

this failure. 

But the Court must agree with defendant that plaintiff’s failure to perform under the HELOC 

agreement is fatal to her breach of contract claim.  (See Wallace Decl. at ¶ 7 (“SLS never 

received any payments from Plaintiff.”).)  Plaintiff acknowledges that she obtained the HELOC 

and that she withdrew $25,000 from it.  (Complaint at ¶ 11.)  She does not allege that she 

tendered that amount, that the loan was ever paid in full, or that she made any payments after 

servicing of the loan was transferred.  She essentially argues, without authority, that her 

performance was excused because she did not receive monthly billing statements.  The Court 

cannot accept that as either an adequate substitute for plaintiff’s performance, or a position on 

how the equities would favor plaintiff.  And plaintiff just ignores (without denying) the further fact 

that she actually stopped making payments even before she stopped getting statements, failing 

to make a payment in the fall of 2009. 

Plaintiff has not demonstrated that she is likely to prevail on her claim for breach of contract. 

Violation of Civ. Code § 2937 

Section 2937 requires notice to the borrower of a loan servicing transfer.  Plaintiff alleges (and 

defendant apparently accepts as true) that plaintiff did not learn until 2018 that defendant had 

been servicing her HELOC loan since 2014.  But what plaintiff doesn’t explain is why that failure 
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of notice gives her a viable cause of action here.  Plaintiff did receive notice of the transfer of the 

loan to Green Tree in 2010.  But plaintiff nevertheless never made a single payment to Green 

Tree; indeed, she was in default even before the transfer.  So what reason is there to think that 

if she’d been told of the transfer to SLS in 2014, she would have made any more payments to 

SLS than she’d made to Green Tree? 

Plaintiff has failed to demonstrate that she is likely to prevail on her claim for violation of 

Civil Code § 2937. 

Balancing the Relative Harms 

In deciding whether to issue the injunction, the court must also evaluate “the interim harm that 
the plaintiff would be likely to sustain if the injunction were denied as compared to the harm the 
defendant would be likely to suffer if the preliminary injunction were issued.”  (Smith v. Adventist 
Health System/West (2010) 182 Cal.App.4th 729, 749.) 

Here, the prospective harm to plaintiff is undeniable.  She stands to lose her home by 
foreclosure.  Nevertheless, she cannot show that she has any serious prospect of success on 
the merits.  “A trial court may not grant a preliminary injunction, regardless of the balance of 
interim harm, unless there is some possibility that the plaintiff would ultimately prevail on the 
merits of the claim.  Accordingly, the trial court must deny a motion for a preliminary injunction if 
there is no reasonable likelihood the moving party will prevail on the merits.”  (SB Liberty, LLC v. 
Isla Verde Assn., Inc. (2013) 217 Cal.App.4th 272, 280.) 
 

  

13.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSN18-2242 
CASE NAME: SINGHSIDHU GURDIYAL VS. JATINDE 
HEARING ON MOTION TO SET ASIDE SHERIFF'S SALE 
FILED BY JATINDER SINGH 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Defendant’s motion to set aside the sheriff’s sale is denied, for two independent reasons. 
 
First, the motion, based on asserted unlawful delay, is itself untimely filed.  Such a motion must 
be filed within 90 days after the sale occurs.  Code of Civil Procedure § 701.680(c)(1).  This 
motion was filed nine days past that deadline. 
 
Second, the motion confuses the date of levy with the date of sale.  Levy is when the sheriff 
seizes the subject property; sale is when the sheriff disposes of the subject property.  Defendant 
relies on Code of Civil Procedure § 699.530(b), which provides that a levy cannot be done more 
than 180 days after the writ of execution.  But as plaintiff shows, the levy here occurred on 
October 1, 2018 – well within the 180-day deadline.  It is the sale, not the levy, that didn’t occur 
until June 19, 2019.  The section invoked does not impose any such deadline on the sheriff’s 
sale of the property. 
 
The Court notes that it appears a case management conference is calendared for November 18.  
It is not apparent that there remains any further business or proceedings to be had in the case, 
however, so that date is vacated. 
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14.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSN19-1902 
CASE NAME: IN RE. J. FIGUEROA 
HEARING ON PETITION FOR APPROVAL OF TRANSFER OF STRUCTURED 
SETTLEMENT  /  FILED BY PETITIONER 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The proposed transfer is approved. 
 

 

15.  TIME: 10:00   CASE#: MSC17-00912 
CASE NAME: MILLER VS. QUALITY POOL 
JURY TRIAL - SHORT CAUSE / 10 DAY(S) 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
This trial has been continued. 
 

 

 
ADD-ONS 

 

 

16. TIME:  10:00  CASE#: MSN19-2020 
CASE NAME: FERNANDEZ VS. HERRERA 
HEARING ON PETITION FOR RELEASE OF PROPERTY FROM MECHANIC’S LIEN 
FILED BY ALEX FERNANDEZ 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Counsel and parties to appear at 10:00 a.m. 
 
NOTE THAT THIS HEARING IS SET FOR 10:00 RATHER THAN 9:00, BECAUSE OF THE 
POSSIBLE NEED FOR PRESENTATION OF EVIDENCE. 
 
The Court has reviewed the verified petition, and no opposing papers have been filed.  
However, Civil Code § 8488(a) states that both the petition and compliance with the statute’s 
service requirements are “deemed controverted”, and § 8846 calls for the setting of a hearing 
date rather than decision of the matter on a verified petition alone.  The Court accordingly 
understands the statutes to require actual presentation of evidence at the hearing. 
 
The Court further points out that there is insufficient evidence in the verified petition to support 
the amount of attorney’s fees requested.  Assuming that petitioner prevails at the hearing, he 
can present a more exact figure and appropriate proof thereof at the hearing. 
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17. TIME:  9:02   CASE#: MSC16-00732 
CASE NAME: BOWER VS. POPE 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR ASSIGNMENT ORDER 
FILED BY RON BOWER 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The unopposed motion for an assignment order is granted. 
 

 

18.  TIME:  9:03   CASE#: MSC17-00009 
CASE NAME: SIMENTAL VS. TULIK 
HEARING ON MOTION TO CONTEST GOOD FAITH SETTLEMENT APPLICATION 
FILED BY CITY OF PITTSBURG 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The motion of the City of Pittsburg and Simental to contest Freshko’s good-faith settlement with 
Ceja and Vegas is taken off calendar at the request of the moving parties.  The Court 
understands that Freshko has settled all claims against it. 
 

 

 


